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Abstract. In this paper we analyse ruled surfaces in Lorentz-Minkowski
space in terms of their structure functions. We are especially interested
in ruled surfaces which do not have a Euclidean counterpart, that is, sur-
faces with null rulings, and in particular, so-called B-scrolls. For ruled
surfaces in Lorentz-Minkowski space, we establish relations between their
structure functions and curvatures. Structure functions can be used for e.
g. proving the classical Dini-Beltrami theorem which states (in Euclidean
space) that a ruled skew Weingarten surface is a piece of a helicoidal sur-
face. In Lorentz-Minkowski space, the problem is more complex, due to
the different types of surfaces with respect to their inherited metrics.
It turns out that all null-ruled surfaces are Weingarten, however their
structure functions need not be constant. In this paper we analyse he-
licoidal surfaces among Weingarten null-ruled surfaces in terms of their
structure functions.
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1 Introduction

Ruled surfaces are surfaces that admit a local parametrization x : I ×R→ R3

of the form
x(u, v) = c(u) + ve(u), (1)

where c(u) is the base curve (the generating curve) and e(u) is a non-vanishing
vector field along c which generates the straight lines of a surface. In classical
Euclidean differential geometry, these surface are determined, up to Euclidean
motions, by their curvature κ, torsion τ and striction σ. Nevertheless, instead of
using κ, τ and σ, ruled surfaces can be described by so-called structure functions
λ, µ and κg, where κg is the geodesic curvature of a unit-speed spherical director
curve e(u), λ is the (negative) pitch function and µ is related to the distribu-
tion parameter of a ruled surface. It is worth of mentioning, that besides these
two sets of invariants, there are also other invariants defined using different pa-
rameters, [1], [2]. Relations between different invariants can be established using
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their definitions, analogues of Frenet formulas and relations between considered
parameters.

Similar relations can be established in Lorentz-Minkowski space R3
1, where

ruled surfaces are classified with respect to the causal character of their rulings,
as either spacelike, timelike or null (lightlike). While the structure functions of
ruled surfaces with spacelike or timelike rulings are defined analogously as in
the Euclidean case, for null-scrolls, i. e. ruled surfaces with null rulings, they are
defined by means of a null basis of R3

1. We establish relations between structure
functions of different classes of ruled surfaces in R3

1 and their invariants κ, τ and
σ, or curvature functions k2 and k3 for null-scrolls.

Finally, it is of special interest to analyse surfaces with special requirements
on structure functions or to characterize special types of ruled surfaces by their
structure functions. Thus, Liu and coauthors in [4] and [5], showed that the
pitch function of a ruled surface vanishes identically if and only if the surface
is the binormal surface of its striction line. In fact, for a nondegenerate null-
ruled surface, we can notice that the pitch function is always identically equal to
zero. Furthermore, Weingarten ruled surfaces with non-null rulings are charac-
terized by constant structure functions, while structure functions of Weingarten
ruled surfaces with null-rulings are not necessary constant. In this class of ruled
surfaces, helicoidal ruled surfaces are surfaces of constant structure functions.

2 Preliminaries

Lorentz-Minkowski 3-dimensional space, denoted by R3
1, is a real vector space

equipped with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form (a pseudo-scalar prod-
uct)

x · y = x1 · y1 + x2 · y2 − x3 · y3.
A vector x ∈ R3

1 can be of one of the following causal character: spacelike if
x · x > 0 or x = 0, timelike if x · x < 0 and null (lightlike) if x · x = 0 and x 6= 0.
The causal character of a curve c is determined by the causal character of its
tangent vector c′. The pseudonorm of a vector x is defined as the real number
‖x‖ =

√
|x · x| ≥ 0.

Ruled surfaces in R3
1 are classified with respect to the causal character of

their base curve and their rulings. After an appropriate change of the base curve,
classes can locally be represented either by having the base curve and rulings
non-null and linearly independent or null and linearly independent, [3]. Special
null-ruled surfaces, so-called B-scrolls form a large class of ruled surfaces in R3

1

and it is of special interest to study their properties. Every null-ruled surface
with a base curve c and rulings that are linearly independent to ċ admits a
parametrization of the form

x(s, v) = c(s) + vB(s), s ∈ I ⊂ R, v ∈ R, (2)

where the base curve c is the null Frenet curve with a null frame {A,B,C} such
that

c′ = A, A2 = B2 = 0, C2 = 1, A ·B = 1, A · C = B · C = 0
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and following formulas hold

A′ = k2C, B
′ = k3C, C

′ = −k3A− k2B.

Functions k2 and k3 are called the curvatures of a null-ruled surface. Surfaces
with parametrization (2) are called B-scrolls and they are uniquely determined
by k2, k3.

3 Structure functions of non-null ruled surfaces in
Lorentz-Minkowski space

In Euclidean 3-dimensional space R3, ruled surfaces can be described, up to
Euclidean motions, by so-called structure functions, [7].

Let x : I ×R → R3, I ⊂ R, be a parametrization of a ruled surface of the
form (1), where ‖e(u)‖ = 1, then the parameter u is chosen as the arc-length
parameter of e(u) as a unit spherical curve ‖e′(u)‖ = 1, and c(u) is the striction
curve of the surface, c′ · e′ = 0. Using the Frenet frame {e, e′, y = e× e′} of the
spherical curve e(u), a tangent vector of the striction curve c(u) can be written
as

c′(u) = λ(u)e(u) + µ(u)y(u),

where functions λ(u) and µ(u) are given by

λ(u) = c′(u) · e(u), µ(u) = c′(u) · y(u).

Functions {λ, µ, κg}, where κg is the geodesic curvature of a unit-speed spherical
director curve e(u), are called the structure functions of a ruled surface x(u, v).

Further, the orthogonal trajectory of the rulings on the ruled surface x(u, v)
passing through (u0, 0) is given by

C(u) = c(u)− (

∫ u

u0

(c′(u) · e(u))du)e(u).

The pitch function of the ruled surface x(u, v) is defined by

δ(u) = lim
4u→0

(C(u+4u)− c(u+4u))e(u+4u)

4u
= −c′(u) · e(u).

Obviously δ(u) = −λ(u) holds.
In R3

1, analogous definitions are given for the non-null ruled surfaces, [5].
Besides the structure functions, ruled surfaces are often described by moving
Sannia frame which provides another system of invariants of a ruled surface:

curvature κ(s) = ‖e′(s)‖, torsion τ(s) =
det(e(s), e′(s), e′′(s))

κ2(s)
and striction σ,

defined as the (Minkowski) angle between c′ and e. The parameter s is an arc-
length parameter of the striction curve c.
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In order to establish relations between invariants {κ, τ, σ} and {λ, µ, κg} of a
skew ruled surface in R3

1, we perform the change of parameters, e(s) = e(u(s)),
thus

de(s)

ds
=
de(u)

du

du

ds
,

where u is the arc-length parameter of e(u) as a curve on de Sitter space S2
1

(resp. hyperbolic spaceH2) and c′·e′ = 0, and s is the arc-length parameter of the
striction curve c. Using de Sitter Frenet frame {e, e′, y = e×e′} (resp. hyperbolic
Frenet frame), formulas

e′′ = κgy + εe, y′ = κge
′,

where ε = y′2 = ±1, we obtain that relations between invariants {κ, τ, σ} and
{λ, µ, κg} are given by

λ =
cosσ

κ
, µ =

sinσ

κ
, κg =

τ

κ
.

We also notice

λ2 + µ2 =
1

κ2
, µ = −d = − sinσ

κ
,

where d is the distribution parameter of a ruled surface.

A classical result in Euclidean space (Dini-Beltrami, 1865.) states that any
skew Weingarten ruled surface is a piece of helicoidal ruled surface. In Lorentz-
Minkowski space, Dillen and Kühnel, [1], showed that all skew Weingarten non-
null ruled surfaces are pieces of helicoidal ruled surfaces. Since a helicoidal
non-null ruled surface have constant κ, τ, σ, therefore also constant structure
functions λ, µ and κg, we can give the following characterization of Weingarten
non-null ruled surfaces.

Theorem 1. A non-null ruled surface in Lorentz-Minkowski space is a Wein-
garten ruled surface if and only if its structure functions are all constants.

Proof. If a non-null ruled is a Weingarten ruled surface, then it is a piece of
a helicoidal surface, therefore, structure functions are constant. Conversely, if
the structure functions are constant, then the Gaussian curvature K and mean
curvature H are functions of a single surface parameter. Therefore, the relation
dK
du

dH
dv = dK

dv
dH
du always holds, which means that a surface is Weingarten.

4 Structure functions of ruled surfaces with null rulings

Let x(u, v) be ruled surface with null-rulings, i. e. ruled surface with a parametriza-
tion (1), where e2 = 0. Then e′ must be spacelike, and the director curve e(u)
can be parametrized by the arc-length u, e′2 = 1. For the spacelike curve on the
lightlike cone LC, a null basis {e, e,′ , y} of R3

1 can be defined, so that, [3],

e2 = y2 = 0, e′2 = 1, e · y = 1, e · e′ = e′ · y = 0
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and the following formulas hold

e′′ = ke− y, y′ = −ke′,

where k is the geodesic curvature of a curve e(u) on LC.
Let us assume that a base curve c(u) is the striction curve of surface x(u, v).

Then c′(u) can be written as c′(u) = λ(u)e(u) + µ(u)y(u), where

λ(u) = c′(u) · y(u), µ(u) = c′(u) · e(u).

Notice that these relations appear converse to the case of a non-null ruled surface.
Furthermore, c′2 = 2λ(u)µ(u) and the causal character of the striction curve c(u)
is completely determined with a sign of the structure functions λ and µ. A curve
c is null if and only if λ = 0 or µ = 0. If we assume that the striction curve and
rulings are linearly independent, then c′ · e 6= 0 and µ 6= 0. Therefore, λ is equal
to zero everywhere.

Since every null-ruled surface with a base curve and rulings linearly indepen-
dent can be reparametrized as the B-scroll, these surface are of further interest.
Curvature functions k2(u) and k3(u) uniquely determine the B−scroll, and the
following theorem gives relations between them and structure functions µ and
k.

Theorem 2. Let x(u, v) = c(u)+ve(u) be a ruled surface with e2 = 0, c′ ·e 6= 0
and ‖e′2‖ = 1. Then x(u, v) can be reparametrized as a B-scroll and for the
structure functions {µ, k} and curvature functions {k2, k3} the following holds:

|µ(u)| = 1

|k3|
, k = −k2

k3
.

Proof. Since a curve c is the striction curve, and u is the arc-length parameter
of a curve e(u), s is the so-called distinguished parameter of the striction curve,
[3], the following holds

c′(u) = µ(u)y(u), respectively, c′(s) = A(s).

FromB(s) = e(u) it followsB′(s) = k3(s)C(s) =
de(u)

du

du

ds
and therefore (B′(s))2 =

= k3(s) = (e′(u))2
(du
ds

)
, which implies

(du
ds

)2
= k23(s). Without loss of gener-

ality, we can assume
du

ds
= k3(s). By differentiating again with respect to the

corresponding parameters of e(u) (resp. B(s)), we get

e′′(u) = k(u)e(u)− y(u),

B′′(s) = −k23A− k2k3B + k′3C,

d2e

ds2
= (ke− y)k23 + e′k′3.
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By taking scalar squares we get k′3 + 2k2k
3
3 = −2k · k43 + k

′2
3 , therefore k = −k2

k3
.

Further, second derivative of striction curve is given by

c′′(u) = µ′(u)y(u) + µ(u)y′(u)

c′′(s) = k2(s)C(s),

c′′(u) =
d2c

ds2

( ds
du

)2
+
dc

ds

( d2s
du2

)
.

Again, by scalar square we obtain k2µ2 = k22

( ds
du

)2
. Therefore µ(u)2 =

1

k23
.

4.1 Helicoidal B-scrolls

Helicoidal null-ruled surfaces are obtained by a helicoidal motion of a line with
the null (lightlike) direction. Therefore they allow the following parametrization:

a) x(u, v) = (r cosu,−r sinu, h · u) + v(sinu, cosu, 1), when a line performs a
helicoidal motion around a timelike axis,

b) x(u, v) = (h · u, r coshu, r sinhu) + v(1, sinhu, coshu), when a line performs
a helicoidal motion around a spacelike axis,

c) x(u, v) =
(
b+h(u3

3 −u, hu
2, b+h(u3

3 +u)
)

+v(a, 0, a), when a line performs

a helicoidal motion around a null axis.

When we consider helicoidal ruled surface obtained by a motion around a space-
like (resp. timelike) axis, the base curve can be of any causal character depending
on r and h. However, regardless of the causal character of the base curve, these
surfaces can be reparametrized as B-scroll, [4].

Let us first consider a helicoidal motion around a timelike axis and assume
r > h, i.e. that the base curve is spacelike. When reparametrized as a B-scroll,
this surface has parametrization of the form

x̃(u, v) =
r + h

2
(cosu,− sinu, u) + v(

− sinu

r + h
,
− cosu

r + h
,
−1

r + h
)

and its structure functions are µ = r + h and k = −2. For a timelike (null,
lightlike) base curve we obtain analogous results.

Next, we consider helicoidal motions around a spacelike axis and assume h >
r. Then base curve is spacelike and associated B−scroll has a parametrization
of the form

x̃(u, v) =
h− r

2
(u,− coshu,− sinhu) + v(

1

h− r
,

sinhu

h− r
,

coshu

h− r
).

The structure functions are µ = h − r and k = 2. When the base curve is
timelike, we obtain analogous result, while for the null base curve surface can
not be reparametrized as B−scroll, since c′ · e = 0. In fact, then a surface is a
parabolic null cylinder, [10].
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Fig. 1. Helicoidal B-scroll with a timelike axis

Fig. 2. Helicoidal B-scroll with a spacelike axis

Finally, by helicoidal motions of a line with null direction around null axis,
we obtain a ruled surface which can be reparametrized as a B−scroll of the form

x̃(u, v) =
(
b+ h(

u3

3
− u, hu2, b+ h(

u3

3
+ u)

)
+ v
(−1

2h
, 0,

1

2h

)
.

Again we obtain a parabolic null cylinder. From previous consideration,we con-
clude following

Theorem 3. Structure functions of helicoidal null-ruled surfaces are all con-
stants.
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Fig. 3. Helicoidal B-scroll with a null axis

In [1], authors showed that every null-ruled surface is a Weingarten surface. Its
Gaussian K and mean H curvatures are related by H2 = K and they are the
functions of one parameter only. However, contrary to the Euclidean case, struc-
ture functions of Weingarten ruled surfaces with null rulings are not necessary
constant.

Example 1. The B-scroll given by structure functions µ(u) = 1
2u and k = 0 is an

example of Weingarten ruled surface with non-constant function µ. This surface
is an example of B-scroll of constant slope characterized by constant k, [9].

Fig. 4. Weingarten ruled surface with non-constant structure functions
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